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Data protection in production environments has
been a tricky affair, mainly because this data needs
to be protected without actually altering the original
data.

Proper access control systems also need to be set
in place in order to ensure that only authorized users
can access the sensitive information. This brings in a
whole new dimension of setting up access rules that
classify a user as authorized or unauthorized based
on a variety of conditions, not limited to geography,
role, time of day, etc.

Security vendors have been providing dynamic data
masking solutions by deploying a proxy-based
approach (man-in-the-middle). However, this is
fraught with security concerns as it is possible for
anyone to circumvent the proxy. An ideal Dynamic
Data Masking solution should provide the following
broad capabilities:

1. Ability to easily configure access control rules
and policies.

2. A policy manager that can enable users to view
all existing policies and import any existing
policy.

3. Ability to cover a broad rage of use cases of
varying complexities.

4. Ability to offer Application masking in addition to
Database masking.

A data protection solution that possesses all of the
capabilities mentioned above might still not be the
right solution for an organization if it cannot
integrate within the organization's existing solution
architecture or if it does not prove to be scalable
enough to handle data volumes of an enterprise-
wide scale.

MENTIS iMaskTM – the dynamic data masking
module of the MENTIS data security platform has
been designed with the end customer needs taken
into consideration. iMaskTM has been developed
working alongside our customers, to address the
specific needs and requirements they have. As a
result, this product has evolved in a way to meet all
the use cases that an enterprise could possibly
have. Most other solutions in the market are either a
part of an acquisition or are developed to meet only
a specific use case. iMaskTM has been designed to
deliver adequate protection to sensitive data while
simultaneously integrating seamlessly with an
organization's existing IT framework without the
requirement of any additional architectural changes.

When it was launched in 2008, MENTIS’ Dynamic
Data Masking capability was one of very few
available solutions in the market. It has come a long
way since then, constantly evolving and adding new
capabilities. Today, iMaskTM offers 6 different
approaches to Dynamic Data Masking that can cater
to a host of different use cases that enterprises
require.

With over 70+ data anonymization algorithms that
include masking, encryption, and tokenization,
iMaskTM has been winning accolades and
appreciations from customers and analysts alike for

its extensive data protection mechanisms.

Enterprises largely depend on a single vendor to
address all of their data protection requirements –
both for production and non-production
environments. As a result, the data anonymization
results need to be consistent across these
environments to provide true functional capability.

Just as in iScrambleTM, iMaskTM offers the same
anonymization functionality of your masked data.
Data that has been anonymized will retain their
usability and data value.

Dynamic Data Masking - Done Right

Introduction
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Features
Integrated with Sensitive Data Discovery
iMaskTM uses the templates generated as an output
of the iDiscoverTM module to protect all sensitive
data across the enterprise effectively. This
integration with iDiscoverTM ensures that referential
integrity between the various environments and data
stores are maintained.

For deployments where iDiscoverTM hasn't been
licensed, iMaskTM simply uses the information
provided by the administrator to create templates
which is then used for data protection.

Flexible Anonymization Approaches
MENTIS iMaskTM can anonymize sensitive data
present in production environments through one of
the 6 approaches:

• Embedded in Database
• Database via DB Proxy
• Application via DB masking
• Application via API
• Application via REST API
• Application via Web Proxy

Depending on the application architecture,
organizations can choose the optimal anonymization
approach to enable seamless implementation and
maximum effectiveness. MENTIS also offers the
flexibility to deploy more than one approach in
tandem to suit the use case of the organization.

Hybrid and Blended Data Masking
Deploy static data masking and dynamic data asking
concurrently so as to provide you with the exact
result that you desire. MENTIS provides the
flexibility of statically masking a few columns, while
deploying access control based dynamic data
masking on other sensitive columns.

Exhaustive Anonymization Methods
MENTIS offers 70+ anonymization methods out-of-
the-box that can be used to protect sensitive data in

all forms effectively. These methods include
encryption, tokenization, and masking. Organizations
can decide which anonymization method best suits
their needs based on security and performance
statistics.

Policy Manager
Configure policies for classifying users as authorized
or unauthorized right from the UI. MENTIS also
offers users the flexibility to import existing policies
into the UI in a seamless manner. Configure location
based, user base, program based, time based and
many more different types of policies to ensure
sensitive data is accessed only by users who have
the necessary authorizations to view them.

Wizard based Implementation
Deploy your dynamic data masking solution without
any errors and in a seamless manner through the
Dynamic Data Masking wizard. The wizard guides
the user through each of the step of the process to
ensure that users do not miss any step or navigate
excessively within the UI to perform the process.
The wizard also provides users with a brief of all the
selected parameters to review before deploying
them, thus ensuring an error free implementation.

Automatic Anonymization Configuration
Automate the process of choosing the optimal
anonymization method for your sensitive data.
iMaskTM recommends the best anonymization
method based on the data classification, and data
type of the column, delivering the optimal balance
between security, performance, and data usability.

Automatic Anonymization Optimization
Use the power of fuzzy logic to optimize the
anonymization run-time by analyzing constraints,
anonymization methods, and table structure to
choose the optimal approach for updating the data,
thus resulting in faster implementation of data
anonymization.
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Fig. 1 Alerts Configuration Screen

Fig. 2 Alerts Screen

Product Screenshots
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One of the top Global HR services firm deployed the MENTIS solution suite to discover and anonymize their
sensitive data. As part of this initiative, MENTIS iMaskTM was deployed to protect data in over 7 different
applications, and 1 Commercially Off the Shelf Application (COTS). A snapshot of one part of the
implementation is described below.

2 applications with a size of 2 Terabytes and 1 Terabyte were dynamically masked to prevent unauthorized
access.

With a count of 79020 tables and over 2.5 million columns, Dynamic Data Masking was completed on the
application with the size of 2TB in just 45 mins. The second application with a size of 1TB, had a count of
1626 tables, with 0.5 million columns. Dynamic Data Masking on this application was completed in 50 mins.

Both applications had 15 data classifications that came under the ambit of sensitive data and needed to be
masked according to the authorization rules.

The run times mentioned in this document are just for reference purposes and will vary depending on various
factors like number of data classifications, server capacity provided, and complexity of the masking methods
applied.

Customer Success Story

Data Stores Supported


